Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Mechanosensing is likely to be a fundamental property of many living cells. The need to handle mechanical signals is particularly obvious in muscle cells, including cardiomyocytes, which are constantly exposed to external forces and generate forces themselves. The main constituents of a striated muscle cell are the sarcomeres, the contractile units (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A sarcomere has multiple links to cellular organelles, the plasma membrane, and the non-sarcomeric cytoskeleton, and it sends out/receives various signals to/from the sarcoplasm. Such high connectivity makes it a challenge to identify individual components in the whole machinery of mechanotransduction which are perhaps more important than others in sensing mechanical signals. However, recent work has provided evidence for mechanosensory "hotspots" within the sarcomere, located in the Z-disk, I-band, and M-band regions. All these regions are linked by a filamentous network consisting of the giant molecule titin (also known as connectin), which is anchored in the Z-disk, extends as an elastic spring throughout the I-band, and then reaches all the way to the M-band, bound to the thick filament (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Given titin's layout in the sarcomere, the protein seems ideally positioned to act as a sensor of mechanical signals. Indeed, emerging evidence, reviewed and critically discussed below with a focus on cardiomyocytes, suggests that nodal points within the titin filament respond to mechanical stress or strain with conformational changes in protein domains. These changes trigger signaling events eventually leading to altered expression of genes, such as those promoting cardiac hypertrophy. Fig. 1Schematic of cardiac sarcomeres connected in series, at two distinct states: end diastole (*top*) and end systole (*bottom*). For clarity, only the three main filament systems of the sarcomere, actin, myosin, and titin filaments, are shown. Highlighted are the regions in the sarcomere proposed to be involved in stress or strain sensing

Stress and strain as mechanical signals acting on titin {#Sec2}
=======================================================

As mechanochemical signaling has become a topic of wide interest in muscle physiology, cell biology, and biophysics, we feel there is a need for a word of caution about the use of the terms "stress" and "strain". These parameters are not always used according to their original meaning in solid mechanics; in fact, it is not uncommon in work on mechanosensing that no distinction is made between mechanical "stress" and "strain". However, mechanical stress is force per cross-sectional area (unit---Pascal or N/m^2^) and strain is a normalized measure of deformation definable as change in length related to initial length (dimensionless). With strain described as deformation *resulting from* stress, it is obvious that---regardless of the relationship between these parameters, as in a stress--strain (passive length--tension) curve of a muscle fiber---synonymous use is illegitimate.

It does indeed matter to make this distinction in muscle mechanosensing, considering that a large increase in contractile force (or stress) can occur without a substantial change in sarcomere length (or strain), for example in an isometric contraction. In this case, the stress is generated by the sarcomere itself. Or consider a cardiomyocyte being stretched during diastolic distension of the left ventricle: while "passive" stress is relatively low, the elastic titin springs lengthen substantially (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In this example, large sarcomeric I-band strain arises from (low) stress originating from sources outside the myocyte. In the sarcomere, one may intuitively classify the Z-disk and M-band structures, which are barely extensible but exposed to high mechanical stresses during contraction, as stress (force or tension) sensors (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise, titin's NH~2~-terminal and COOH-terminal regions are firmly anchored at the Z-disk and M-band, respectively, and may be stretched only little, if at all, during normal contraction--relaxation cycles, suggesting these titin segments may be able to sense stress rather than strain. In contrast, the I-band titin springs, readily stretched in diastole and compressed during systolic contraction, may act predominantly as a strain (length or stretch) sensor (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Along this line of reasoning, we reserve the term "stress sensor" for Z-disk and M-band titin regions and "strain sensor" for mechanosensory active domains in I-band titin.

Having said this, we will point out later in this review that a stress-sensor or a strain-sensor element responds to a mechanical stimulus ultimately in a similar way: with conformational change(s) in protein domains. In this respect, the distinction between stress and strain sensing is difficult to keep up at the atomic level. A more universal description may be "conformation-regulated mechanosensory control".

Titin gene, protein size, and isoform composition in myocardium {#Sec3}
===============================================================

The specialized mechanosensory functions of titin discussed below are based on a unique protein structure. Mammals have a single titin gene from which many (potentially millions of \[[@CR25]\]) isoforms are generated by alternative splicing \[[@CR40]\]. The human titin gene has a size of 294 kb (363 exons) and codes for a maximum of 38,138 amino-acid residues or a 4.2-MDa protein \[[@CR3]\]. The largest cardiac titin isoforms are found in fetal hearts, reaching a molecular mass of 3.7 MDa \[[@CR34], [@CR42], [@CR74], [@CR92]\]. These isoforms are of the "N2BA" type (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). During pre- or perinatal development, the large fetal titin is replaced by smaller size isoforms. In the adult hearts of many mammalian species, the prevalent titin is a 3.0-MDa "N2B" isoform. The normal adult human left ventricle expresses the titin isoforms at a ratio of \~35% N2BA to \~65% N2B \[[@CR70]\]. In a recent mutant rat model, an unusually large, \~3.9 MDa, cardiac N2BA titin has been identified, which stays the predominant isoform even in the adult heart \[[@CR23]\]. For comparison, adult wild-type rat hearts express \<10% N2BA and \>90% N2B isoform \[[@CR71]\]. The mutant rats live long with relatively minor heart problems \[[@CR23]\], suggesting that a low proportion of N2B titin is not detrimental to rat cardiac function. However, this model could be useful for exploring the role of titin in mechanosensing mechanisms. Fig. 2Titin domain arrangement in the cardiac sarcomere and connectivity within a mechanical signaling network. Shown is the domain structure of the N2BA-titin isoform, but the splice pathway of the N2B isoform is indicated as well (*blue line* and *text*). Highlighted are the regions within titin suggested to be involved in mechanosensing: the NH~2~ terminus in the Z-disk, the N2-B and N2-A/PEVK regions in the I-band, and the COOH terminus in the M-band. *Thick dashed lines* indicate differential splicing. *Small numbers* indicate titin domain numbering according to Ref. \[[@CR3]\]. Abbreviations: *ERK2* extracellular signal-regulated kinase-2, *FHL1/FHL2* four-and-a-half-LIM-domain protein-1 and -2, *FN3 domain* fibronectin-type-3-like domain of titin, *Ig domain* immunoglobulin-like domain of titin, *MARPs* muscle ankyrin repeat proteins, *MEK1/2* MAPK/ERK kinase-1 and -2, *MLP* muscle LIM protein, *MURF1/2* muscle-specific RING-finger proteins-1 and -2, *NFAT* nuclear factor of activated T cells, *Nbr1* neighbor of BRCA1 gene-1, *P* titin phosphorylation site, *PKA* cAMP-dependent protein kinase-A, *PKC* Ca^2+^-dependent protein kinase-Cα, *PKG* cGMP-dependent protein kinase-G, *T-Cap* titin-cap (telethonin), *us* unique sequence of cardiac N2-B region

The NH~2~ terminus of the titin molecule is anchored in the Z-disk (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR40]\]. The titin Z-disk portion is defined as a stretch of nine immunoglobulin-like (Ig) domains (Z1--Z9) interrupted by unique intervening sequences. (Please note that the titin domain numbering used in this review is based upon the nomenclature of Ref. \[[@CR3]\].) In Z-disk titin, the Ig domains are constitutively expressed, but repeating sequence motifs, the "Z-repeats", are differentially spliced in different muscle types \[[@CR16], [@CR86]\]. Up to seven of these modules can be expressed, each containing 45 residues.

The functionally elastic titin segment, the "I-band titin", is thought to begin COOH-terminal to the Z9 domain (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Ig-domain I1 is approximately 100 nm away from the Z-disk center. The first 15 I-band Ig domains (I1--I15) make up the "proximal" (to the Z-disk) Ig-domain segment, to be distinguished from a series of 22 Ig domains (I84--I105) at the other end of the titin-spring region, the "distal" Ig segment. Both these segments are constitutively expressed in the cardiac and skeletal titin isoforms \[[@CR40]\]. Another constitutively expressed I-band titin region is an \~180-amino-acid-long unique sequence just NH~2~-terminal to the distal Ig segment, representing the COOH-terminal part of the PEVK domain (after the single letter code for proline, glutamic acid, valine, and lysine, the predominant constituting amino acids). Further, only one cardiac-specific segment exists within the whole titin molecule, the "N2-B" domain in the central I-band portion (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The human N2-B domain, which is expressed in both the N2B and N2BA isoforms, comprises three Ig domains (I24/I25; I26) interspersed with a 572-amino-acid-long unique sequence (N2-Bus). The proximal and distal Ig domains, the N2-B domain, and the COOH-terminal PEVK domain make up the elastic I-band segment of the cardiac N2B-titin isoform (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}; see blue line labeled "N2B splice pathway").

Cardiac N2BA-titin isoforms contain, besides all I-band domains of the N2B isoform, two additional I-band segments, which are differentially spliced \[[@CR12]\] depending on species, developmental stage, disease state, and location in the heart \[[@CR56]\]: a variable-length middle Ig-domain region (I27--I79) and the remainder of the PEVK domain, encoded by more than 100 exons (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In the PEVK domain, up to 60 repeating motifs have been identified, each averaging 28 amino acids encoded by a single exon \[[@CR22]\]. Additionally, the central I-band segment of the N2BA titins, but not the N2B isoform, also includes the "N2-A" domain, which comprises four Ig domains (I80--I83) and a few intervening sequences.

A-band titin, the largest part of the molecule, again is constitutively expressed in heart and skeletal muscles. Once titin joins the thick filament and is bound to myosin, a second globular domain type next to the Ig domain appears, the fibronectin-type-3 (FN3) domain, which makes up the majority of A-band titin. Most Ig and FN3 domains in the A-band are arranged in seven-domain and 11-domain super-repeats, repeated six and 11 times, respectively (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR40]\]. Importantly, titin also belongs to the CaMKinase serine/threonine protein kinase family as it contains a constitutively expressed titin--kinase (TK) domain near the M-band. Almost the entire M-band titin segment (Ig domains M1--M10, interrupted by various unique sequences) is constitutively expressed, but a developmentally regulated splice event affects a unique insertion at the COOH terminus, Mis-7 \[[@CR33]\]. In summary, the majority of titin domains are constitutively expressed in heart and skeletal muscles, whereas differential splicing of exons coding for the elastic I-band region brings about the huge size diversity of titin.

Diversity in titin function {#Sec4}
===========================

Titin has long been known to have major mechanical and scaffolding roles in the myocyte. The highly ordered para-crystalline structure of the sarcomere, particularly of the A-band region, would probably be impossible without a "molecular ruler" function of titin, which is now accepted by many but still requires more definite evidence. Titin is also thought to decisively aid in myofibril assembly \[[@CR10], [@CR90]\]. An emerging function of titin is that of an integrator of myocyte signaling pathways \[[@CR37]\], which will be discussed in more detail below.

The largest body of evidence has been assembled in support of titin's role as a molecular spring. Immunoelectron and immunofluorescence microscopic studies have shown that the I-band region of titin is extensible \[[@CR14]\] and contains distinct mechanically active elements, which respond differently to a stretch force: the Ig segments, the PEVK domain, and (in cardiac muscle) the N2-Bus \[[@CR54], [@CR55], [@CR58], [@CR89]\]. Single-molecule mechanical studies on native titin or recombinant titin fragments \[[@CR31], [@CR82], [@CR91]\] have established that these I-band titin elements behave like entropic springs with different bending rigidities (or persistence lengths, in terms of polymer elasticity theory; reviewed in Ref. \[[@CR52]\]). Accordingly, the three elements extend sequentially during sarcomere stretch \[[@CR51]\]: first the Ig segments, which straighten out interdomain linkers (this requires rather low forces), then the PEVK domain, and shortly after also the N2-Bus (which requires the highest stretch forces to be unraveled). Ig-domain unfolding is thought to occur only very infrequently \[[@CR49], [@CR66]\]. It is now established that the stress--strain curve of the three-element I-band-titin spring is the principal determinant of the passive length--tension curve of a cardiomyocyte \[[@CR48], [@CR56]\].

Additional mechanical functions have been suggested for titin. Optimum active force production depends on titin, as it helps position the myosin filaments in the center of the sarcomere \[[@CR28]\]. Further, the (visco)elasticity of the titin springs brings the sarcomere back to slack length following stretch or contraction \[[@CR77]\]. Moreover, elastic recoil of the cardiac titin springs acts in support of cardiomyocyte active shortening, whereas viscous drag forces partly arising from interactions between the PEVK domain and the thin filament \[[@CR38]\] oppose the shortening \[[@CR73]\]. Titin--actin interactions have also been proposed to play some (yet obscure) role in regulating muscle force, which may help stabilize and protect the sarcomere \[[@CR47]\]. Finally, titin may be a factor in the length-dependent activation of cardiac muscle \[[@CR7], [@CR87]\], a special type of mechanosensing underlying the Frank--Starling law of the heart, which describes an increase in cardiac work output with increased diastolic filling \[[@CR9]\]. In conclusion, the titin filaments provide the sarcomere with multiple important mechanical functions. The extensibility of the titin springs is a prerequisite for the sarcomeric I-band region to act as a strain sensor.

Titin connectivity in the myocyte {#Sec5}
=================================

A mechanosensory function of titin also requires the association with other structural and signaling molecules. More than 20 interaction partners have been identified for titin, many of which integrate the protein in mechanochemical signal transduction pathways. Interactions occur with all structural motif types found along titin: Ig and FN3 domains, the PEVK segment, and other unique sequences, including the Z-repeats, the N2-Bus, and the titin--kinase domain. The connectivity in the myocyte provided by titin has recently been addressed in detail \[[@CR10], [@CR48], [@CR50]\], and two main pathways important for myocyte hypertrophy and protein quality control have been highlighted \[[@CR37]\]. A main goal of this review is to ponder the evidence for mechanosensory control mechanisms involving distinct signaling hotspots within titin (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}): the NH~2~-terminal segment in the Z-disc, the N2-B and N2-A/PEVK regions in the elastic I-band portion, and the COOH-terminal segment within and adjacent to the M-band.

Role of titin in Z-disk stress sensing {#Sec6}
======================================

External mechanical signals (e.g., cardiac hemodynamic load) are transmitted via the extracellular matrix (ECM) and transmembrane protein complexes to the cytoskeletal filament network, which has various links to the Z-disk \[[@CR11], [@CR29], [@CR50], [@CR80]\]. Conversely, the sarcomeres themselves generate forces, which are transmitted via the Z-disk and the cytoskeletal links to the ECM. Thus, the Z-disk is centrally positioned in a bidirectional force transmission pathway. Importantly, the Z-disk structure experiences both active and passive stresses, as it anchors the actin filaments, on which the myosin motors pull during systolic contraction, as well as the titin springs, which develop elastic forces during diastolic distension. We argue that several regions within Z-disk titin have the potential to participate in mechanical stress sensing. As this review's focus is on titin, we do not intend to exhaustively discuss evidence for the involvement of other Z-disk bound proteins in mechanosensing.

Extreme NH~2~ terminus of titin {#Sec7}
-------------------------------

The two NH~2~-terminal titin Ig domains, Z1/Z2, bind in an exceptionally strong complex to telethonin (also known as T-Cap; Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). X-ray crystallography demonstrated that telethonin assembles the Z1/Z2 domains of two titin filaments entering the Z-disk from the same half-sarcomere into an anti-parallel sandwich structure \[[@CR98]\]. This complex is highly resistant to stretching forces, as multiple hydrogen bonds cross-link beta-strands from either protein \[[@CR46]\]. The Z1/Z2--telethonin complex has been suggested to be critical for the Z-disk structure and for anchoring titin in the Z-disk. However, a normal Z-disk appearance observed in skeletal muscles of telethonin knockout mice does not provide support for this idea \[[@CR62]\]. Whether Z-disks deficient in telethonin yield under mechanical stress remains to be seen. Telethonin also binds various other proteins, including muscle LIM protein (MLP), which has been implicated in stress sensing \[[@CR32]\]. MLP is detected not only at the Z-disk but also in the I-band, at the costameres, in the cytosol, and in the nucleus. Shuttling of MLP to the nucleus activates transcriptional regulators (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and may be pro-hypertrophic \[[@CR5]\]. Further, MLP binds to calcineurin, a protein phosphatase triggering translocation of nuclear factor of activated T-cells to the nucleus, where it induces a hypertrophic gene program. Thus, MLP is a signaling molecule in cardiomyocytes. However, the earlier view of the MLP--Z1/Z2--titin--telethonin complex as a stress-sensor element in the Z-disk \[[@CR32]\] is unlikely to hold unless it can be shown that mechanical stress actually reaches this complex in the sarcomeric Z-disk. Possibly, the stress is dissipated in other Z-disk regions that do not directly connect to MLP.

Titin Z-repeats {#Sec8}
---------------

A Z-disk zone that does respond to mechanical stress with structural changes is where the α-actinin molecules crosslink the actin filaments of opposite polarity \[[@CR59]\]. Alpha-actinin also binds to the Z-repeats of titin (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which themselves associate with actin, so that multiple layers (up to six) of titin--α-actinin--actin links are formed \[[@CR86], [@CR97]\]. This zone appears in cross-section either like a "small-square" lattice formed by actin/titin and the interconnecting α-actinin links, or like a "basketweave" lattice with less curved α-actinin links \[[@CR19]\]. In resting or passively stretched skeletal muscle, the sarcomeres have Z-disks with a small-square lattice, but during tetanic contraction or in rigor state the lateral actin-filament spacing is increased by 20% and the Z-disks adopt the basketweave lattice \[[@CR19]\]. Thus, the Z-disk lattice undergoes conformational changes in response to mechanical stress.

The Z-disk lattice was not studied in activated cardiac muscle, but in unstimulated myocardium both the small-square and the basketweave lattice forms coexisted, though the latter was much more abundant \[[@CR20]\]. The unstimulated cardiac Z-disk thus resembled the Z-disk of tetanized skeletal muscle. However, a remarkable effect was observed when the myocardial samples were treated with Ca^2+^ chelator EGTA: now the lateral actin--filament spacing decreased by 20% to a value similar to that of nonactivated skeletal muscle and the cardiac Z-disks exhibited the small-square lattice form \[[@CR18]\]. These findings were explained by relatively high stresses acting on the Z-disk even in unstimulated myocardium, owing to a high passive-tension level and a role for Ca^2+^ in diastolic tension generation. An alternative possibility is that Ca^2+^ directly affects the Z-disk lattice independent of mechanical stress. Interestingly, in unstimulated rat myocardium, 90% of the Z-disk lattice adopted the basketweave form, but in unstimulated dog myocardium only \~70% \[[@CR19]\]. Today we know that passive tension is higher in rat than in dog cardiomyocytes because the rat heart expresses almost exclusively the stiff N2B isoform of titin \[[@CR71]\], whereas the dog heart contains the N2B isoform and more compliant N2BA isoforms at similar levels \[[@CR30]\]. Therefore, the titin-isoform pattern and, consequently, the titin-based passive tension level, could be a factor in determining the Z-disk lattice form. In any case, the presence of two lattice states regulated by mechanical stress suggests a dynamic behavior of the cardiac Z-disk.

In a speculative scenario, mechanical stress might strain the titin Z-repeats along with the α-actinin links since the two proteins interact. Alpha-actinin is known to associate with a plethora of structural and signaling molecules, some of which \[e.g., calcineurin, MLP, calsarcin, or extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)\] have been implicated in cardiac hypertrophic signaling \[[@CR11], [@CR29]\]. One can thus envision that a deformation of the Z-disk lattice by mechanical stress causes conformational changes in α-actinin and the titin Z-repeats, which could induce hypertrophic signaling pathways. The Z-repeats of titin in complex with actin and α-actinin, which are embedded in a signaling network, are a promising candidate for a stress-sensor element in the Z-disk.

Actin-binding region of titin at the Z-disk/I-band junction {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The titin segment COOH-terminal to the Z-repeats, up to the ninth Ig domain (Z9), reaches beyond the electron-dense part of the Z-disk structure up to the so-called N1 line of the sarcomere. This titin segment is barely extensible in normal cardiac sarcomeres, but it extends in response to stretch forces if sarcomeric actin is extracted by gelsolin treatment, suggesting an association with the thin filament \[[@CR53], [@CR88]\]. Binding of the Z9/I1 Ig domains to actin has been confirmed in vitro \[[@CR53]\]. Thus, a first anchorage point for the titin filament when it enters the Z-disk region is at the periphery of the Z-disk. This Z-disk titin segment can in theory experience both passive and active forces (as it is actin filament bound) and some of the stress transmitted to the Z-disk might be dissipated at the I-band/Z-disk junction by structural rearrangements in titin domains. Although this sarcomeric region has not yet been explored in terms of a mechanosensor function, one can speculate that stress-induced conformational changes in titin domains at the peripheral Z-disk are able to trigger mechanosensitive signaling events.

A role for Z-disk titin phosphorylation? {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

Sequence insertions Zis-1 and Zis-5 within Z-disk titin contain consensus sequences for proline-directed kinases. These XSPXR motif repeats are phosphorylated in vitro, for instance by ERK2 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR16], [@CR83]\], and this posttranslational modification was proposed to be important during myofibrillogenesis \[[@CR83]\]. Several of the phosphosites in Z-disk titin were recently confirmed in a mass-spectrometry study on human skeletal muscle \[[@CR27]\]. Since phosphorylation can alter protein--protein interactions, an interesting possibility is that phosphorylation of Z-disk titin residues affects titin linkage to a putative mechanosensory protein network. In this context, we note that not only the titin Z-repeats bind to α-actinin but also Zis-1 \[[@CR41]\] and Zis-2 \[[@CR97]\]. Further, Zis-1 associates with an SH3 domain at the C terminus of nebulin/nebulette \[[@CR94]\]. Zis-1 also binds γ-filamin \[[@CR41]\], which has multiple connections in the myocyte stress-response pathway, e.g., to integrin and sarcoglycan at the costameres. External forces transmitted via the costameres can initiate a signaling cascade involving stress-responsive proteins, such as vinculin, melusin, talin, focal-adhesion kinase, integrin-linked kinase, and others, eventually promoting gene expression and cardiomyocyte growth \[[@CR50]\]. Thus, phosphorylation of Zis-1 or other Z-disk titin segments could readily alter one or more of these signaling events, with consequences for myocyte stress sensing.

In conclusion, many findings point to a participation of Z-disk titin domains in stress-signaling pathways of the cardiomyocyte, but further evidence is needed. Titin seems predestined to perform stress-sensing functions as one of several important components in a highly connected Z-disk-associated protein network.

I-band titin-based strain sensing {#Sec11}
=================================

The I-band titin segment has been established as a three-element molecular spring and principal determinant of cardiomyocyte passive tension \[[@CR48], [@CR56]\]. However, an increasing number of ligands found to be associated with the titin springs have prompted new concepts about a putative strain-sensor role for this titin region \[[@CR50]\]. We will discuss two segments in I-band titin, the cardiac-specific N2-B domain and the N2-A/PEVK region, which may be focal points of mechanosensing.

Strain sensing via the titin N2-B domain {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------

The cardiac-specific N2-B titin domain is a hotspot for protein--protein interactions where hypertrophy signaling pathways converge \[[@CR56]\]. Especially involved in ligand binding is the large unique sequence insertion (N2-Bus) between Ig domains I25 and I26 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The N2-Bus is one of the molecular-spring elements in cardiac titin and begins to unravel at passive stress levels reached at high physiological sarcomere lengths \[[@CR58]\]. The N2-Bus interacts, among others, with four-and-a-half-LIM-domain proteins, FHL1 and FHL2 \[[@CR43], [@CR85]\], which are transcriptional co-activators (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The FHL proteins are involved in a host of protein interactions and they can translocate from the sarcomere and cytosol to the nucleus. FHL2 was shown to also target metabolic enzymes to the I-band \[[@CR43]\]. FHL1 was suggested to form a mechanosensory complex at the N2-Bus with members of the mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) family, including MAPK/ERK kinase-1 and -2 (MEK1/2) and ERK2, as well as their activator Raf-1 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR85]\]. This complex could act as a *bona fide* stretch transducer. When the N2-Bus unravels due to a stretch force, activated ERK2 unbinds from the N2-Bus and shuttles to the nucleus where it induces a hypertrophic gene program. If FHL1 is missing from the complex, e.g., in FHL1-deficient mouse hearts, the MAPK complex on N2-B titin is destabilized, myofibrillar compliance is increased, and ERK2 activation is depressed. Indeed, hypertrophy in response to cardiac overload is induced to a lesser degree in FHL1-knockout than in wild-type mouse hearts \[[@CR85]\]. Since the Raf-1--MAPK pathway is activated by various extracellular signals, including those mediated by G-protein coupled receptors, strain sensing via the N2-Bus--FHL--MAPK complex could represent a general mechanism of hypertrophic gene activation in cardiac muscle.

The N2-Bus is optimally suited to act as a strain sensor. Since it does not measurably extend at the short to intermediate sarcomere-length range \[[@CR58]\], its strain-sensor function may not be activated until a high degree of diastolic distension is reached, as occurs, e.g., during volume overload of the left ventricle. Under normal loading conditions, the N2-Bus might not be sufficiently stretched to induce ERK2 shuttling to the nucleus and a significant hypertrophic response. Thus, the N2-Bus--FHL--MAPK complex could be a prominent factor in the development of pathological cardiac hypertrophy.

The N2-A and PEVK titin regions {#Sec13}
-------------------------------

A second signaling node in I-band titin is the N2-A region (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Binding partners of this region can be induced by stretch, specifically the three homologous muscle ankyrin repeat proteins (MARPs), cardiac ankyrin repeat protein (CARP), diabetes-related ankyrin repeat protein (DARP), and ankyrin-repeat domain-protein-2, which themselves associate with myopalladin \[[@CR65]\]. In neonatal cardiomyocytes, CARP and DARP were upregulated in response to cyclic mechanical strain and were then localized to both the myofibrillar I-bands and the nucleus. Nuclear shuttling of MARPs is thought to promote transcriptional repression and muscle atrophy (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, mice lacking all three MARP family members appeared phenotypically normal \[[@CR4]\]. A different issue is whether titin domains within the N2-A region in fact undergo conformational changes or not in response to physiological force or stretch levels. One can expect that the linker sequences connecting the Ig domains become deformed on sarcomere stretch. The Ig domains of the N2-A domain have a mechanical stability similar to that of other I-band titin domains, and their unfolding probability therefore is low \[[@CR35]\]. In light of these findings, the role of the N2-A--MARP connection in mechanosensing needs clarification.

Nearly one third of the exons in the human titin gene code for the alternatively spliced PEVK domain, a segment made up of conserved alternating motifs of 26--28 amino acids (PPAK repeats) separated by regions rich in glutamic acid (polyE motifs) \[[@CR22]\]. The three conformational states found in the PEVK domain, polyproline-II helix, beta-turn, and unordered coil \[[@CR61]\], could be important for the elastic properties of this domain. Evidence suggests that the PEVK domain behaves mainly as an "entropic spring" and unravels in stretched sarcomeres, which generates relatively high passive-tension levels \[[@CR49], [@CR54], [@CR55], [@CR89]\]. The PEVK segment was confirmed to interact with SH3 domains in nebulin and may bind to SH3 domains in other proteins as well, implying a role for this segment in sarcomere assembly and perhaps in mechanosensing \[[@CR60]\]. Moreover, the stiffness of the PEVK segment is increased by Ca^2+^ binding \[[@CR39]\]. An intriguing link to the thin filament arises from the actin-binding propensity of the PEVK domain \[[@CR38], [@CR57], [@CR69], [@CR96]\], which is a source of viscoelastic load in myocardium \[[@CR38], [@CR73]\]. A possibility therefore is that stretching the sarcomere and extending the PEVK domain also affects the conformational state of thin-filament protein(s), with consequences for contractile properties. In conclusion, the PEVK segment has a major function as a molecular spring whose mechanical properties are likely to be modified in the sarcomere by Ca^2+^ and actin binding. Direct evidence for a role of the PEVK domain in mechanosensing is not available, but this issue may be worth following up.

Titin I-band segment knockout models {#Sec14}
------------------------------------

Support for a strain-sensor concept involving I-band titin comes from two genetic mouse models, each with a deletion of a different titin spring segment. Deletion of the N2-B region resulted in elevated cardiac titin stiffness and severe diastolic dysfunction \[[@CR81]\]. The molecular length of the PEVK segment was higher in N2-B knockout than in wild-type sarcomeres, presumably as a compensation for the lack of N2-Bus extensibility. Notably, FHL2 was downregulated and the hearts were atrophic. This phenotype contrasted with that of a knockout model for the constitutively expressed PEVK segment, which also had diastolic dysfunction but showed cardiac hypertrophy \[[@CR21]\]. In this model, cardiac titin stiffness was also increased. The molecular length of the N2-Bus was higher than in wild-type sarcomeres to compensate for the lack of PEVK extensibility, and both FHL1 and FHL2 were upregulated in PEVK-knockout hearts. The hypertrophy was explained by activation of the N2-Bus-associated strain sensor because more FHL1 would bind to the overly stretched N2-Bus, and more shuttling of ERK2 to the nucleus could occur. Taken together, it is remarkable that passive tension was increased in both models, whereas hearts with PEVK knockout were hypertrophic, but those with N2-B knockout were atrophic. This suggests that the titin-based passive stress level was not the critical parameter for the hypertrophy/atrophy response. Of more crucial importance seem to be the different stretch states of the molecular spring elements in titin. Hence, the signaling hotspots in I-band titin, and the N2-Bus in particular, may indeed function like a strain sensor rather than a stress sensor.

Posttranslational modifications of I-band titin {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------

Protein kinases, PKA and cGMP-dependent PKG, both phosphorylate the cardiac-specific N2-Bus in titin (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR6], [@CR13], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. This phosphorylation, which in human hearts was mapped to serine 469 \[[@CR35]\], reduces titin-based myocardial stiffness. In contrast, protein kinase-Cα phosphorylates the constitutively expressed PEVK domain (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) at two conserved residues, S26 and S170, in mouse and porcine hearts, and this increases titin-based stiffness \[[@CR26]\]. The altered titin stiffness is brought about by an effect of phosphate binding on the bending rigidity of the titin segment \[[@CR26], [@CR35]\]. This bending rigidity can be parameterized in entropic elasticity models, such as the "wormlike-chain model", by the persistence length, Lp \[[@CR52]\]. Phosphorylation by PKG increases Lp of a recombinantly expressed N2-Bus, as measured by single-molecule atomic force microscopy (AFM) force spectroscopy \[[@CR35]\]. In contrast, phosphorylation by PKCα decreases Lp of a recombinant PEVK domain \[[@CR26]\]. Why phosphorylation of some sites in I-band titin decreases Lp, whereas phosphorylation of other sites increases it, remains unclear. In any case, an increase in Lp will lower the force required to stretch the N2-Bus. Then, at the same force level, the titin segment will be stretched to a longer length than before phosphorylation. The opposite is true for the PEVK segment. Thus, phosphorylation could also modulate the strain-sensor properties of the N2-Bus and the PEVK domain.

Another type of posttranslational modification has been shown to occur in the N2-Bus under oxidizing conditions: the cysteines, of which six are present in the human N2-Bus, can form up to three intramolecular disulfide bonds \[[@CR24]\]. This disulfide bonding, which presumably occurs only under some disease conditions, elevates titin-based stiffness of the myocardium. Since the extensibility of the N2-Bus will be reduced, the stretch-sensor function of the N2-Bus--FHL--MAPK complex could be impaired as well.

In summary, various lines of evidence implicate distinct I-band titin regions in mechanical strain sensing. In particular, the large unique sequences, the N2-Bus and perhaps the PEVK domain, appear to be part of strain-sensing complexes. Mechanistically, stretch-induced unraveling of these domains could affect the interaction with signaling molecules and induce hypertrophy-promoting pathways.

M-band titin-based stress sensing {#Sec16}
=================================

The titin-kinase domain as a mechanosensor {#Sec17}
------------------------------------------

Perhaps the most convincing evidence yet for a role of titin in mechanosensing comes from work on the titin--kinase (TK) domain at the COOH terminus of titin (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which will be covered in more detail elsewhere in this issue. Phosphorylation of a tyrosine residue in the TK domain plays a role in the complex activation process of this autoinhibited serine/threonine kinase \[[@CR63]\]. Although the TK shows some homology to Ca^2+^/calmodulin regulated myosin light chain kinases, it is activated by a unique mechanism involving removal of the COOH-terminal autoinhibitory tail by yet unknown protein factor(s) \[[@CR63]\] or stretch forces \[[@CR78]\]. Single-molecule AFM force spectroscopy demonstrated that exposure of recombinant TK domain to stretch forces causes a conformational change required for ATP binding and access of the autoinhibitory tyrosine \[[@CR78], [@CR79]\]. Confirmation of this mechanism in vivo, which may be a daunting task, would firmly establish the TK domain as a highly specialized mechanosensor important in the stress-induced adaptation of myocyte function.

The TK domain signals via different pathways to the nucleus to induce changes in muscle gene expression (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A zinc-finger protein, neighbor-of-BRCA1-gene-1 (Nbr1), binds to the activated TK domain and forms a signaling complex with p62/SQSTM1. This protein in turn recruits one of the muscle-specific RING finger proteins, MURF2, to the sarcomere \[[@CR45]\]. The MURF isoforms can shuttle to the nucleus, where they repress transcription and promote muscle atrophy, likely via inactivation of serum response factor. Located just NH~2~-terminal to the TK domain are the A-band titin domains, A168--A170, which interact with both MURF1 \[[@CR8], [@CR64], [@CR67]\] and MURF2 \[[@CR76], [@CR95]\] to provide another link to nuclear signaling pathways (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A tamoxifen-inducible deletion of the TK region (including the MURF1 binding site) in adult mouse hearts produced severe cardiac hypertrophy and congestive heart failure, associated with an attenuated response to adrenergic stimulation and extracellular Ca^2+^ \[[@CR75]\]. Knockout mouse models for the MURF isoforms confirmed a role for the MURF proteins in muscle atrophy, but also suggested that MURF functions may require synergistic action of the different isoforms \[[@CR93]\]. In summary, evidence supports the idea that a signalosome complex at the TK domain is activated by mechanical stress via conformational changes in the TK domain. The mechanosensitive pathways induced by activating the TK domain balance hypertrophy versus atrophy promoting signals.

Stability and elasticity provided by the M-band titin region {#Sec18}
------------------------------------------------------------

The COOH terminus of titin in the M-band is involved in numerous protein--protein interactions \[[@CR1], [@CR44], [@CR56]\]. Targeted homozygous deletion of the entire M-band-titin region in cardiomyocytes prevents sarcomere formation \[[@CR68]\], demonstrating the importance of this titin segment for thick-filament assembly. The titin Ig domain M4 interacts with myomesin, which in turn anchors M-band titin to the myosin rod \[[@CR72]\]. The titin M4 domain is not far from the Mis-4 sequence insertion, which can be phosphorylated by proline-directed kinases, such as ERK2 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), a modification suggested to be important during muscle development \[[@CR17]\]. M-band titin also binds to the giant protein obscurin and its small homologue obscurin-like-1, but these proteins may not have a mechanical function \[[@CR15]\]. Thus, the mechanical stability of the M-band is determined by myomesin complexed to M-band titin and myosin \[[@CR1]\]. M-band bending and axial misalignment of the thick filaments are observed in contracting muscle, which result mainly from shear stresses acting on the sarcomere \[[@CR1]\]. To protect the sarcomere structure during intense and sustained mechanical stress, and to induce the stress-responsive machinery controlling protein synthesis, the myomesin--titin--myosin connection is likely to be of critical importance.

Proposed mechanism of M-band stress sensing {#Sec19}
-------------------------------------------

The M-band is more compliant than the Z-disk, at least in transverse direction \[[@CR2]\]. However, if M-band stiffness were too low, a function in sarcomere stability would not be possible \[[@CR84]\]. Like the Z-disk, the M-band requires mechanical links to the extra-sarcomeric cytoskeleton to support sarcomere stability and mechanosensing \[[@CR84]\]. If the M-band lattice is deformed during contractile activity, owing to the shear forces between adjacent thick filaments \[[@CR1]\], mechanical stress acting on the myomesin--titin--myosin links should also be sensed by the titin--kinase domain. The TK will be activated to launch the mechanochemical signaling cascade described above \[[@CR45], [@CR78]\]. Importantly, the TK domain is predicted to be in an active conformation not until active forces reach a critical level \[[@CR84]\]. In relaxed muscle or at low active tension, when the M-band structure remains stable, TK activity is inhibited. Thus, the M-band stress-detection system is ideally suited for sensing the actual workload on a sarcomere and responding with appropriate adjustments of muscle gene expression.

Conclusions and outlook {#Sec20}
=======================

We have critically reviewed current evidence for the involvement of titin regions in mechanosensory signal transduction. Some evidence is more speculative, such as that suggesting a role of Z-disk titin in stress sensing. Stronger evidence has been provided in support of a crucial role of I-band titin segments, especially the cardiac-specific N2-B domain, in strain sensing. Conclusive evidence is also available for the involvement of M-band titin, particularly the titin--kinase domain, in stress sensing. Both the stress-sensor and the strain-sensor elements in titin function by responding to a force or to a stretch with conformational changes, which can alter the interaction with signaling proteins. Unbound transcriptional co-activator/repressor molecules can thus shuttle to the nucleus and promote/depress hypertrophic gene activation. This "conformation-regulated mechanosensory control" via titin domains could be at the heart of many mechanosensing processes in the myocyte.

Many issues still require further study. Obviously, the role of titin in Z-disk stress sensing requires clarification, as does the involvement of some I-band titin segments (such as the N2-A region or the PEVK domain) in stress or strain sensing. An exciting area for future research will be how the proposed mechanisms of titin-based mechanosensing are integrated in the signaling network of the myocyte in vivo. Further, while it is now established that tensile stress or strain can induce mechanical signaling complexes on titin, we know little or nothing about other types of mechanical stress, e.g., compressive forces acting on titin in systole (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and whether or how they are sensed by the titin filament and possibly be transformed into specific signals triggering/suppressing muscle gene activity. Methodologically, a combination of cellular and molecular mechanics approaches, elucidation of titin--ligand complexes to the atomic detail by X-ray crystallography, and novel live-cell imaging techniques should pave the way for a better understanding of the mechanosensing functions of titin and the sarcomere.
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